
                                     Using Reflexive Pronouns     ______________

Reflexive pronouns all have the word “self” in them (or “selves” if the 
pronoun is plural).  Reflexive pronouns wrap themselves around a verb to 
mirror the pronoun  (or antecedent) that comes before the verb.

           For example:      She sees herself.
                                                                       pronoun    verb    reflexive pronoun
                                                

                                    The dog shook itself.
                                                            antecedent   verb     reflexive pronoun

Choose a reflexive pronoun from the list to complete each sentence.  
Be sure your reflexive pronoun mirrors (or agrees with) the pronoun or 
antecedent that is the subject of the sentence.

Reflexive Pronouns:
         myself               himself              herself             themselves
        ourselves              itself               yourself            

The children stuffed _________________ with candy and cake at the 
party.

I saw ________________ in the mirror, and I looked good!

Thomas helped ______________ to another slice of apple pie.

The television magically turned ______________ off!

You don't give _______________ enough credit for the good work you do!

Elizabeth enjoyed ______________ in the new swimming pool

We worked ________________ to death helping do all the yard work.



                          Using Reflexive Pronouns Answer Key

Reflexive pronouns all have the word “self” in them (or “selves” if the 
pronoun is plural).  Reflexive pronouns wrap themselves around a verb to 
mirror the pronoun  (or antecedent) that comes before the verb.

           For example:      She sees herself.
                                                                       pronoun    verb    reflexive pronoun
                                                

                                    The dog shook itself.
                                                            antecedent   verb     reflexive pronoun

Choose a reflexive pronoun from the list to complete each sentence.  
Be sure your reflexive pronoun mirrors (or agrees with) the pronoun or 
antecedent that is the subject of the sentence.

Reflexive Pronouns:
         myself               himself              herself             themselves
        ourselves              itself               yourself            

The children stuffed themselves with candy and cake at the party.

I saw myself in the mirror, and I looked good!

Thomas helped himself to another slice of apple pie.

The television magically turned itself off!

You don't give yourself enough credit for the good work you do!

Elizabeth enjoyed herself in the new swimming pool

We worked ourselves to death helping do all the yard work.


